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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

'■•': ■      DEVELOÄKT OF THE. JNDUSTRTÖF FUELS AND CHEffiCAL    i 
.   PROCESSING OF >ETROI£UM UNTIL THE YEAR 1980 

, . flowing is the translation of an article by B, Valdauf 
in'Ropa'a uhlie (Petroleum and Coal), Vol 3, No 2, 

: Bratislava, Feb, I96I, pages 33-3^      '. : '    , , ..', 

While the Third Five-Tear Plan is creating material and cultural 
reseWfor a^gradSl transition to ebitounism, the purpose of the long- 
terTolan of dev^iopmeht: Until 1980 is to create conditions for continuity 
Sh Se ThiröV FiveSear Plan and build the foundations of a communist 
soSet/ ™ughlts 00% growth in comparison with the year i960%the 
Si iSStg m& S65become one ?^^nt^^^Xng, 

^be S pioSctlä ^plastic maSri^is, namely 12 tünes^roduction 
S syn?heUcPfibers ~ 8.5 times, production, of synthetic rubber ^8.5; 
+imoR   and Droduction of combustibles — 2.5 times. ^ . 
times, ^sP^^2^age ^ the production of combustibles,: organic 
compounds anf Products of the chemical processing of pe^oleumn+requxres 
SOSHUTOS of raw material.OwingI to considerable^estjneh^. 
^iLal^oSts it is not feasible *^se f r^/^sSc^n^high 
coal- the output of petroleum, on the other, hand, is not sufficiency nign 
Sfb^M» -the base of the outlined development;   The lignite and coaVtars 
SnÄSi^Sr^^ **** «ocarbo;, and ;the ^^^ 
1 SwhSe the production will achieve a quadruple of its Present volume. 

5       The part of the main raw material base will be played *peWlg» 
which will probably be imported from the USSR in amounts^exeseding by five 
Smes SosePof thfyear ife.   We therefore have to count upon processing 

^^gSÄlfseÄ^ a rew material for production ££*£•* 
lubricants, asphalts and greases, will be a raw material for the industry 
if   ^chemical syntheses and will participate in J^^SeSSSTS 
oils for the power facilities.   The plans presuppose the Processing of 
33* of the petroleum into combustibles, lubricants and asphalts, 20$ in 
äoduotionS

Pof basic raw materials and petro-chemicalsyntheses, and U# 
for   the needs of the power industry.    ..■,— .. ■ .,       ,    .. _, «*. „^„«^KIP« 

Unlike the ThSrd Five-Iear Plan in which production of canbustibles 
from tars amounted to 10^, further plans do not consider this type of 
proton!   Si^coSustibles will be manufactured from petroleum.   In the 
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individual products the following increases in comparison with the year 
1965, is presupposed: automobile gasoline — lu8 times more; diesel oil 
— 2.6 timesj asphalts «* approximately 7 times, and oils — approximately 
1.7 times more. -,..... 

A relatively higher increase in production of gasoline.indicates .! 

that the proportion between the consumption of automobile gasoline and 
that of diesel oil has improved while the,disproportion which will present 
itself between 1961 and. 1965 will be; removed that way that a part of trucks 
will be transformed to use gasoline arid the number of automobiles will 
go up. The growth in production of the other products is proportionate 
to the growth of mechanization equipment in agriculture, the construction 
industry and other sectors, and to the growth of cöhsumptiöri^; railroad 
and highway transportation.  " '■-      , ""''..''*/.    ::,../: 

It will also be necessary tö obtain' permanently »optimal qualities. 
In carburetor engines it is quite jcle>r today, eve* though increased 
compression ratios ar& oofltettpl^ its limits 
and that for the optimal compression-ratio an bctarie •number between 90 and 
lOOj ^established by means :of a; research method, W411bW''required« In diesel 
oil it. will be necessary to search for more advantageous technological 
processes than deparaffinization with;,ures in Order to reduce its point 
of solidification, or perhaps look for'more effective"admixtures to modify 
the point of solidification.. Also in prbductiori of;lubricating oils -we 
have to secure better quality' through suitable.teHnnblogical processes and. 
withthe use of refining admixtures,. A problem'which will have to-be" solved 
is the-production and distribution of inex^nsive combustible Oils of low ,■ 
viscosity and with a low.content of, sülfiarib cofapo'ürids. •   :,•:;;, 

: Petroleum will be processed in large plants designed for this ,.-i 
purpose, with an optimum capacity with... regard to the size, of the individual 
teobnologie«i..uQits/tec^c9^>i>1^^tiie and with regard to the distri- 
bution of the combustible fuels and ''oijls. The Optimal capacity will be 
calculated by means of the Soviet computer, Model "Ural"'/ by which the;; 
objectivity of the technological parameter's will be- secured.     •■ A 

Much more complex are the prospects in chemical production based; 
on petroleum. It will}be.necessary to select for the 'main'products in 
question an economically suitable raw material base wit*1 *&e  simplest, 
technological process.      '..;" '.'.'."" ".;.,'.'''.; ""•:" '.'.  ' '"■'* ■■■•-■ 

For instance, the '"aromatic >„hydr^.arbön^7behzeh^^.':tolttene''and'--■ .- 
xylene will be obtained primarily from raw 'benzol,from which by hydro* 
genation and subsequent distillation, it is' possible„to obtain pure .r 
hydrocarbons j phenols and aromatic, compounds' from iigriite ta^sj acetylene 
from natural gas by oxygen fission .— and the main raw materials ethylene, 
propylene, Qit fraction,.isopentan, cyclohexanj,hepten fraction arid;higher 
paraffins from petroleum, mostly:benzine arid5 gaseous fractions, from plants 
which process petroleum. _   .',;.'.'.''. 

The expansion of chemical production which processes petroleum 
is given by the growth of production of the plastic materials and paints, 
synthetic fibers, synthetic rubber arid1 superficially active materials. 
What ,an increase is expected is indicated by the ten-fold increase in ' 

mZ  - 
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production of ethylene and propylene in 1980 in comparison with 1965. 
For production of aromatic hydrocarbons, our basis of coal and 

liffinite tars will be insufficient, and the aromatic compounds will have 
to be produced on the basis of. petroleum* and- probably it will be necessary 
to apply the technological processes for extracting benzene and toluene 
from higher aromatic compounds; By using benzine for production of raw 
materials for chemical manufacturing processes, its^budget surpluses will 
be liquidated and a number of studies will be accepted in order to ascertain 
the most economical way to utilize thesö benzine fractions ancTto what 
extent it will be advantageous t? use benzine in larger quantities also for 
gasification. \ u ?       ■ .,  ■        .,, , 

It is expected that most ©f the petro-chemical processes will be 
attached to petroleum-processing plants, or. plants which process natural 
gas or coke-works gas. A great productivity of work will be-Obtained by 
using large basic units built at huge combines, with application of We 
greatest possible automation. Only thus will great productivity of work 
be obtained, which will be the main indicator for securing the desired 

6 6  Not less important are the problems of transportation and storage 
of the combustible fuels and oils. In the first place it will be the- 
adoption of pipeline transportation of petroleum to the works processing 
petroleum, located in the center of the areas where eombustible^fuels and 
oils are consumed. The selection of distribution was made for the 
reason that at the present time it is not expected that combustible oils 
could be transported otherwise than in tank cars, whereas combustible 
fuels can be distributed by Pipelines... It will consequently be necessary, 
owing to the fact that such big volumes of petroleum, combustible fuels 
and oils will be handled,, to present a complex solution of the problem 
of processing petroleum so thai'at!.the same time conditions be created 
for an economic development of petroleum products, either from mineral 
oil refineries or from a part of those plants in which petroleum ds 
processed chemically. ,,-     .'  v  •  „ 

.'. Even though this rough and approximate conception is tue iirst 
variant of a long-term plan which will be subjected to considerable 
alterations, it places before us big tasks in the fuel and petro-chemical 
industries. The entire development of our. chemical sector, the production 
of plastic materials, synthetic fibers, synthetic rubber, and the process 
of improvement of pur material and cultural standard depend on how^sooiv 
the*economic processing of this principal raw material, essential for the 
development of production of the basic chemical materials, will be secured. 
Plastic materials produced the chemical way must replace non-ferrous metals 
and iron, and wool and cotton must be replaced by the chemically produced 
artificial fibers. Our national economy will then be most efficient and the 
capitalist countries will be surpassed, not only with regard to the per 
capita consumption, but also with regard to the effectiveness of production. 
This is the only way to build a communist society ih the shortest possible 
time. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

HOW. TO, ECONOMIZE ÖN ENERGI 

.  [Following is the translation of an unsigned article 
in Uhli (Coal), Vol IIS* No 5» Prague, March 19ol, 

-:■ pages 73-7^* 1021 ;j , .V lv,^"':*i ■ - , ■'.    ."./," ^'.."'•' 

The plants of the Ministry of Fuel and Energy are the main.; = ■- -.s 
producers of energy ifc#. our national eeonemy. These plants, along with 
cooperatives, supply the major part o* the energy, and the coal mtae ., J< 
electric power plants produce more than 94 percent of the total electric 
power output. We are also a great consumer, because our mines, in .   . 
producing electric power and heat consume appröümately 20 percent; of • 
the coal supply. On this basis, ^ try to influence the coal consump-, 
tion which exceeds the 20 percent consumed by the electric power plants. 
It is necessary, therefore, that we .consider ways of economizing on the 
sources of energy, and'on the energy produced in our socialist republic. 

As far as the power economy was Concernediwe:tried* during the 
first and second Five-Year Plans, to concentrate almost exclusively on 
upgrading production and'increasing the. electric power output«: In coal 
mining we belong among the most advanced countries, and our per capita 
output in tons of fuel value is at the level of that of the most indus^ 
trialized countries, and in brown coal we are second in the world. In. </ 
hard coal output we hold eighth place. We also have the largest annual , 
expansion in coal production in the world. In comparison with the..n. 
developed capitalist countries, England, West Germanyi and the USf^for.- 
example, where the coal output is stagnating or has been falling:off ^or 
years, there is quite a difference. ''■'"*.. !''''"'■ '",''''•■ ■""'LJ ■'■" 

So far we have devoted little time to the solution of the problems 
of our energy economy through economizing on the ihergy which is hidden 
in the coal we produce. The efficiency of our boilers is low, ourrailv 
transportation is still largely steam poweredrin households.only about 
12 percent have central heating, and only about 1? percent of households 
have gas. The technology of the f^nal consumerproducts'is reflected_ . 
in the standards of the measurable; quantities of fuel, heat, and electri- 
city expended per unit of production.. Here, for thO' time being, in, view 
of the degree of development of the economy of our country, we do not 
occupy the placewe ought to in comparisonwith the industrially   .-.v-i 
developed capitalist states. In 1955. for example, the German Federal.;, 
Republic consumed on the average Si percent less Of measurable fuel, 3& 
percent less of heat, and eight percent less of electric power than we_ 
did in the same year. This means that with the same amount of consumed 
energy, the German Federal Republic produced just about one third : 
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faore than we 'did. The 'soclalistf administration sets up^ the .standards Ar 
overcoming thesa lacks and the post advanced of the capitalist states in 
this area and it; is necessary that;we take füll advantage of all these, . 

opportun! ^ea. ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^— ^ed^ &ß  a^part pf the^ 

perspective plan of om- national ecohotoy tip. to the year 198a an^ ^ead, 
based on the 'so^far computed final total» shoved that we shall ^JH* : 
pay morö attention to the energy economy in the years ahead. In compari- 
son with tha other states, we h^ ^covered that our primary sources 
of energy are relatively limited// On the basisof,present^research, the 

supplies of classical fuels :& tons of w"^^*ViSt.idfi 
producing; capacity of 7,000-kCal/kg produce are one tWrf+°f<s

t^m^
:Ld s 

and European average per inhabitant. Per km2, however, it is almost 
double the world's averagei but again only about one third of the 
European average. -To a certain extent this is also caused by the. fa°* ,/ 
that while brown coal, with lignite, amounts to less than 10% orthe... 
overall supply of coal in the world and in Europe, in our country it - 
reaches approximately 505? of the coal supply, expressed in tons^of 
measurable fuel. According to present statistics, the supply of 
petroleum and natural gas is quite limited. Also the use of water power 
plays quite an; insignificant role in our overall resources. ;    . ' 

The use of energy in cur' country is: growing at a considerably; . • 
rate which fact is merely in harmony with the rapidly.growing industrial 
and agricultural production and with the growing standard of living of _ 
our population. Brown coal, which so. far remains the basic raw material 
source of energy of our national economy will not be sufficient in the 
coming era of rising needs. For the time being, we wish to point out 
that in 1965 approximately 160 of the consumed energy will have to be 
imported, either as energy or as fuel. By W80 the need ofenergy 
imports will grow to approximately 38£. ,For this^reason and also due 
to the fact, that the Soviet Union has offered us long-range^deliveries 
of petroleum, the rapid decrease of the share of the directly burned 
fuels from A6% in I960 to; 20^ in 1975 is a significant indication of 
our long-range energy supply. Another indication is the considerable , 
decrease of the share Of stable fuels, which today fcrm &5% of our 
resources and in 1980 will drop to about 58%V In proportion to this, 
the consumption of liquid fuel is growing. *iLu"*-' n^a 

All types of black coal, appropriate for the production of coke, 
will be used to produce coke, which is the basis of the development of 
bur coal production and whose supply by us helps the development of the 
toning industry in some friendly people'sndemocracies. For this reason, 
in oul total energy supply, black coal will be,distributed only from 
the coal-fields of Kladno, Trutnov, Pis en and Rosier and in the OKR 
Jstravsko-Karvinsky revir — -The Ostrava-Karvina Goalfields/ only as 
interest payments^ refinery products- and similarly.     .  .- _ _. ^ 

The advance results' of the planned energy supplies show that we 
v':- have to make a basic change in the distribution of the energy at our 

disposali In-4 relatively short time we shall have to undertake, ■.  . 
1 measures intended to use up all of the coal supply in question,and ;its 
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care^iiistributioh with ■■1^;-33B^----SKW4<^\«iBWt,'.of waste and especially 
such measures that prbyide for' ah outstanding increase in the usefulness '., 
of ihdustrial heating furnaces* ä considerable lowering- of'the shares to. 
locally-heated households, planning electrification ofrails and intro- 
ducing diesel-elebtrib l|como%iVesi ;:; v \',V-" ',■' 

■'k number of these measuresrwilähave to he initiated directly .by 
the fuel sector. In coa| mihingV ,1$ will first of allbe necessary to ; 
prepare a changeover to |i biiaitiii^ method of mining in the SHR m,T^.o-.",. 
ceslsy hriedouheln^ revir if*TheCentral-Bohemia browft-coal field^ tp; . ' 
great arid so far unusual depths and iise^Up even the .old,bank fields ', 
wherever considerable .supplies of coal remain,;;' Some suggestions on -this' 
point have already been presented. It will be necessary to work to : 
prepare these projects and especially the development of the appropriate 
types of machinery that would permit the economical mining of veinsrdown 
to*300-450 m in depth. The changeover to a full blasting mitiing^sysiemP 
will help to lower the losses of coal supplies considerably, which, with 
the chamber system in great veins, makes over, 50% of; the overalltuahti^ 
of coal and as a result increases; the usable. amount bfi coal Supply. 

In this surface and underground mines;we shall have- to mine ali, 
the exposed cqalcarefullyand avoid the usualTosses:in fallins,. It 
will be necessary to pay more attention to judging the approachabili^y 
of the veins, and'in the smaller coalfields increase productivity./• 
considerably^ which by far does not approach the output of our principal 
Ostrava-Karvina coal fields,     ,\.-\\.      -_7" 

Coal will have to be processed more carefully thai up to this ;tiroe 
so that the consumer gets his fuel in the most refined form possible., it 
will furthermore be necessary to improve the water disposal of Washed, 
coal arid extinguished coke, exploit the possibility, of dryers, that operate 
on superfluous heat, increase the yield:of refineries .more? systematically 
and uSe the waste type of fuel. ,we shall strive to.use the methane by ; 
product more than previously by making extensive installations of 
degasing equipment and using the gas thus: obtained*: 

Besides the coal mining ahd'refining measures jwhi Oh we shall have 
to undertake-on our own pover in the mines,and refineries and,which ,,,^.' 
depend on us alone, just like all, of the consumers of coal and heat, and 
electric power, we shall have to take measures, to lower our own energy 
consumption«.-. '0>/.'T ;.■: :■:> ;-r: ■'.   ,■■:■:■•-.■'■.• 

As far as the direct deorease of fuel consumption is concerned, 
it will first of all be the case of continuing in.?the:;eiectrification of 
transportation in the surface mines, Uneconomic steam, transportation uses 
thousands of tons of fuel yearly at the rate;&£ 8-12%, Electrification 
of mine transportation in the surface mines has already been begun,., ?pday 
plants and coal, fields themselves demand that the deiiveries of electric 
locomotives from our machinöry factories, especially relectric locomotives 
of 900 mm gauge, be speeded up. In connection with this, it Is necessary 
to note that the changeover to an electric trac^-asTt is realized in 
our surface coal fields* is an excellent example^of .what happens if .Wf• do 
not foresee a stifficiently advanced direction o^ 
or if wemake bur decisions;late, and at theosame time we see the type of 
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damage -caused vhen our machinery industry is unable to adapt quickly to 
great and basic changes in technology»- This has reached such proportions 
that a whole row of brand hew BS 200 steam locomotives sits unused. 

Beside the locomotive transportation in the surface mines, the 
direct supply of fuel in the mine sector is shared equally by a number 
of mine installations, especially the smaller and older ones that are 
equipped with steam mining machinery* possibly steam compressors and 
8*Cfe '"!?* " is Jus* in thes* ä^1 *»<* Pi<3er plants that the economy 
of the heating operation is largely oh a very low, level* Before us lies 

,the; task of either gradually reconstructing; and modernizing the existing 
steam operations, or their fuUeleCt3*ifibatiön based on the life- 

„. expectancy of the mine and according to tU investment load, .'.",.. 
The^same situation exists in the old factory electric plants. Only 

a few of these are,still in operating condition. However, their economy 
is always considerablyflowerthan the existing economy in the electric 
plants« ..,,-Y-.:: . 

^  I* ^ai!° necessary'■*© dwell on order;in the boiler rooms of our 
modem dwellings, of which there are many located in our coal fields. 

If.?80 Äood exPerience in some coal fields in the organization of ■ 
competitions among the furnace men to work for the greatest of economy 

♦u * "|i:far we have not mastered the use of the sources of extra heat 
that exist in some of our coal fields. Many a time we have heard the . 
!,üffestxonJ

to sft UP hothouses in such cases and grow early vegetables, 
t£? JSft   °*»1?^-  ??ite welc^ed*: especially in the new resideni 
tig areas, and which would contribute to the increased standard of 
living of our workers, *'•■.>•■.'■ 
J~~+  4^e fuel sector is also one of the most significant consumers of 
^uS ic&W+V ^ ?fe °f the etate consumption has been fluctuating 
around 10^ in^the last few years. That is why it is our duty to put our 
consumption of electric power,to good use,   7 
^.  irI* J"S imposs—e *° say that we are satisfied with, the way we use 
ow electric power. The specific consumption of electric power is high 
and in toe majority of the coal fields it continues to growv ; 

-;;  _ The^lowering of the specific consumption of electric power is not 
MJ?!!??\ ^S9^«»»1» of füll mechanization and electrifica- 
b^?diL^«gi^Ch ^inseparable link in the completion of the 
^building of socialism m our country* Specific consumption is on the 
« « iff?' flth! ^v*"*1 erovth of the consumption of electric power 
2£ ?£h*'^ ?£?*** ** mechanization aid electrification's 

^;i?l8ref9a'frce of ^serves in the consumption, of electric 
?!!L A   ?e, ohmSeJTm compressed air operations to: electrically 
m^£~^ T1*5 machiöery •«* equipment and the remoyalof minlngTloco- 
SasTsif tim^0^33^ **?- ^ USe ^compressed air engSes^s a?, 
h?SL^tS3K!f:?^B J00?0^0^» so that the .reserves that can be obtained 
by the introduction of electrification are great. Nevertheless, the coal 
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fields, ©specially in the $m,  continue^ to buiH furt^^ 
the overall and specific coemption of compressed air continues to grovf; 
First of all, it is unquestionably necessary to dwell on safety end _ ■■ 
decidedly not introduce ei&ctrififcafcioh at the expense of safety in the 

* Wherever adequate ventilla^ön^ hot been introduced withregard 
to the existing mining, safety ^eöaütiöns dealing vith the installation 
of electricity, electricity1 should hot be installed. However, in the 
majority of the oases it is well vithin our power to take suchj>re-■ - ' v< 
cautions and thus insure the installations ofthe planned electrification. 

• In the OKR, electrification has progressed so far: that steps shouia 
be taken to liquidate comferessed air "on the individual levels at this time. 
Combined operations whenever the same level; has both electricity and 
compressed air has the Üorst possible economy' of operation,. primarxJy 
due to the fact that Che disposal of compressed -air along the level 
entails great-losses and forces the crews to improve ventillation by  • 
releasing this compressed airV It is; then necessary to take:a^furtheir 
qualitative step, and, after opening and preparing the leveli to do away 
with compressed air and adopt fully electric operation. . •      , ., 

The fact remains that to realise these resolutions we lack a few , 
of the mechanical needs and electrical equipment that in many a case 
hinder the reliazation of the changeover to full electrification and 
elimination of compressed air^on the individual levels. The task of s .v 
research and machinery plants is to develop and produce quickly these  ; 
missing links in full electrification, . ,'":

: '.;,- Z 
First of all there is a lack of power hammers that would not ,v 

have to depend on the deliveries of compressed air from the compressors : 
above ground and on the long distribution lines for compressed air ■_ "■ 
through the shaft to the front, Here electric hammers would be the best 
thing; however, nowhere in the world are they powerful enough« ,',. ; _ " 

It:will therefore be necessary to ^conduct an intensive search for 
other appropriate and possibly oombined solutions, /•'''•_" 

Furthermore it is necessary to develop and produce noncpmbUstible 
electric lute /SIC? veritillators according to the -requirements,- especially 
the combination air and electric ventlllators> since by their cohtintious- 
operation lute ventiilators are the greatest consumers of compressed air 
in the shafts. It is also necessary to develop electric loaders which . 
could be handled as easily as the air loaders. Today such a task is 
already fully practicable since hydraulic drive links are at our disposal. 

Finally one of the prerequisites of full electrification Is the ; 
beginning of production of new, modern electric instruments because the ~ 
existing machinery no longer fits modern demandst  is of old design, and . 
very large and heavy. Finally the machinery industry must comply, with 
the just complaints of our miners and technicians and produce machinery  
on the highest existing technological level. I 

In conclusion, we would once more like to underline the importance 
and urgency of the tasks -that stem from ths planned total of available . f 

energy. Our ffiinesj machine shops and coke plants^ and also our research- 
institutes-, planning organizations and development plants have important 
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tasks in supplying the necessary implements to sedure the further rapid 
development of the national economy of our socialist republic and the 
standard of living of our people. It is necessary that vie solve these 
problems in a satisfactory"manner todsy and soon reach a high techno- 
logical level both in production and in consumption» 
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CZECHOSLOVAK ECOKOMIC jjRIEFS 

LIST OF GZftEOSX^PE^ 

Petroleum Ether»   Petroleum ether is a" light benzine faction with 
a limited distillation extent and a specified degree of purity. 

Its types and application: 
Petroleum ether is manufactured in one form and serves as a 

volatile solvent for laboratory purposes. 

^^Al^S^S^n and non-fluoresoent liquid, 
soluble Jh any proportion in pure alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzene, 
and oils (excluding castor oil). 

Required quality: 

Product Petroleum ether 
HP 200-003-5U 

Color 
Clear, colorless, non- 

fluorescent. 
0.680 Density at 20°, maximum 

Distillation test: , ,    , *n 
beginning of distillation, °C not below end *> 
of distillation, °C not above '+ia<\ 

Reaction of the released residuum to litmus paper      neuwai 
tStto organic substances *tt sulfuric acid  ttis J»^*^ 

shade, but its volume should 
not change conspicuously 

Test fcr suites and reducing substances     "gS^"^ Ä 

Residuum after evaporation by water bath, 
mg/20g — maximum 
Spontaneous evaporation on filter paper Must not give strange odor 

or leave greasy stains 

(Bratislava, Ropa * uhlie, Vol 3, No 2, Feb 1961, 
insert between pages U8-U9) 
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"':"0DTL3NB OF CERTAIN SELECTED CZECHG3ÄKSTATES STANDARDS \\-[ 

The1 following is an outline, of certain selected Czechoslovak State 
Standards, changes and additiphsin. tbr^e"$$;"&» 6ectoxi of standardization 
of petroleum products, their testing* lubrication and related operations. 
The Outline is taken from the List of CSN in force --State as of 1 January 
I960 (Seznam plathvcn CSN. -r'fitav k 1. lednu I960), the additions and 
public noticeö announceci ^publications of the,publishing *<"** of the 
Bureau of Standardization until December i960. 

Kindly check the standards that you use, especially their titles 
and the year of publication which is given always on the title page of each 
CSN ^eskoslovenska Statni Norma — Czechoslovak State Standard/ in the 
first box of the lower frame« 

CSN Number Title     Year of Publication 

01 CO..     Lists and regulations regarding standards 
01 0011    Formation, records and annoucement of technical 

conditions (formerly of 1953) 3.95° 
01 27..    Colorimetry 
01 2720    Color marking of sources of danger and safety 

devices 1956 

01 2725    Directives for color modification of work 
environment 3.960 

01 59.. -n^ 
01 5907 .   Marking of places of lubrication l?&o 
13 67..    Armatures 
13 6708    Assembling of cisterns and tanks for combustible 

fuels and oils W60 

3U 10..     Regulations for electric installations 
3U 1030    Regulations for installing electrical instruments 

appliances and lamps 
3U 1U..    Regulations for electrical equipment in areas 

exposed to hazards of explosion 
3U 11*00    Electrical engineering regulations of the CSN, 

part XIV. Electrical equipment in mines and 
places containing flammable materials subject 
to explosion (formerly CSN ESC, part XIV)     1955 

3ii 3190    Instructions for workers on how to handle electrical 
equipment at industrial plants — in revision  1953 

3U 6U..    Insulators — tests of cast insulators 
3U 6U31    electrical stability *95U 
3U 6U32    Electrical tests of liquid insulators 

Electrical stability of insulating oils (CSN 
ESC 8 from the year 1950, article 3.13)      1959 

•» 13, •• 



 " ' ■■"!■"•■"mv>m'K4.fift»??.    'W!^tHv^fkV'lW'''i''1"K *—»**—^WH>»^ 

CSN Number • t fitle        Year of Publication 

3U 610$           Inner lnöu^iiaß feaistance 1951* 
3Ü 6U10.           Loss coefficient ig    and Meleetrie'; 

<v^-. «onstaati .r.v;., .',.■;,-,:,,.■.,■        .   .         ; ' 195U 
3fc $UGO   ,..-..:.-,Tests'of>^&>$B ^^üli^^|'MterlaiSj,; ;   V;;\ 

■■   E^ecia*ic" resistance! of lÄiy^Ung Materials   ' \ •v:.''i:" 
(forjfterly^^Ä^fpOi 6% 0160* 6k .tOjSL;of ' -     ^ 

.   .'"   the TOärMp'fö}* ESC'8,''article 3.1U',./J- ':::-•';■;.,   .• 
.\of the->«JelÄ3>) .-'*   • :X;;,-'-, v~      - 1#^ :! ■.>'-: 

ratislava, Hopä a uhlie» vol'V No 2,- Feb 19$Lif -' 
insert between pages U8*U9X* 
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